Beating those 'January Blues’

Many of us will feel the dreaded ‘January Blues’ once Christmas celebrations are out of the
way and the return to work beckons. But it needn’t be like that, says Susanna Halonen
HOW many of us feel depressed at this time of the year?
We’re deep into winter and the weather is cold, dark and wet. We’ve just wrapped up all the
Christmas fun and we’re back to our usual work routine. It’s very common to have low energy and
moods in January of all months, but that doesn’t mean you can’t do anything to combat it.
For a long time I used to fight all kinds of blues. I was a naturally pessimistic person and when
things went wrong I used to go to really miserable places. Eventually I felt so desperate for change
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and human performance. As I studied what makes us happy and successful, I tested every theory
and practice on myself. And it worked. Now I can happily call myself a trained optimist.
Through my work I help people to embrace a positive mindset, build fulfilling lives and choose
happiness rather than chase it. I help them get from good to great. This can be hard to achieve in
January when the mood is low. But it doesn’t mean you can’t try. Here are five things you can start
doing right away to turn your mood into a more positive one.
Remember what you have to be grateful for. It’s such a simple concept but also a very
powerful one.
When you feel low it’s natural for you to struggle with appreciation. That means you have to work
extra hard at it. Try finishing every day by writing three specific things you were grateful for in that
day. This will remind you of all the amazing things you have to be grateful for and it will also start
turning your mind into an optimistic one. Instead of looking for what’s wrong with life, you start to
look at what’s right with life. Do this for 21 days in a row and you’ll start turning it into a happiness
habit.
Be kind to yourself. Harsher, colder weather conditions take a toll on your mind and body.
Don’t beat yourself up for feeling more tired or being less productive. It’s okay for you to not be in
top form 24/7 and it’s even more okay this time of the year. Cut yourself some slack and show
kindness towards your body by giving it enough sleep, moving it in a rehabilitating way and giving it
all the nutrients you can.
Keep moving. When you’re feeling lethargic, it’s easy to think you’re too tired to exercise.
You have to fight this lethargy with action. The more you move, the better you’ll feel. You don’t
need go to a spinning class or an hour’s jog if you’re feeling rough. Things like swimming and
taking brisk walks in fresh air are ideal. The key is to get any type of movement in so your body
starts producing more endorphins, or happy hormones.
Get outside as much as you can. Okay so it’s raining cats and dogs, but you can still put a
good raincoat and wellies on to brave the weather.
Fresh winter air is beautifully crisp and it will help fill your lungs with oxygen, as well as help
regulate your body’s natural energy and mood levels. It will also help you sleep better at night,
which also helps balance your happiness levels out. So put on your favourite fleece or coat and get
outside.
Smile. Even a fake smile triggers your brain’s reward mechanism and induces your positive
emotions.
It produces endorphins like exercise does and it will lower your anxiety and blood pressure. The
more you smile the better you feel and the better you feel the more you want to smile. A smile
really does start a reinforcing happiness spiral in your brain. Best of all, happiness is contagious.
The happier you are, the happier you will make the people around you too. Beat your January
blues and you’ll be beating the blues of all your friends and family too.
Susanna Halonen is a happiness coach and author of Screw Finding Your Passion. For more
information about her work visit the website www.happyologist.co.uk.
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